


It’s the most tense and competitive time of It’s the most tense and competitive time of 
the day… That’s right, it’s lunchtime! the day… That’s right, it’s lunchtime! 

Roll your dice and be the first to grab your Roll your dice and be the first to grab your 
favourite foods. Be quick to sit at your favourite foods. Be quick to sit at your 

usual table and enjoy your meal, you might usual table and enjoy your meal, you might 
even find some spare change for a refreshing even find some spare change for a refreshing 

drink! Battle your way through the work drink! Battle your way through the work 
week and brag to all your friends about week and brag to all your friends about 
your delicious exploits in Makan Mania!your delicious exploits in Makan Mania!

Food Cards Food Cards xx6060

Game ComponentsGame Components

Food cards consists of 2 Food cards consists of 2 
types: Snacks and meals.types: Snacks and meals.

Each card has a score Each card has a score 
value on the top right. value on the top right. 
Match all the dice faces Match all the dice faces 
on the card to grab them!on the card to grab them!

Drink Cards Drink Cards xx3636
A refreshing drink goes A refreshing drink goes 
a long way!a long way!

Drink cards can be obtained Drink cards can be obtained 
with leftover dice or coins! with leftover dice or coins! 
They help you in many ways They help you in many ways 
throughout the game.throughout the game.

A hearty Meal or a Quick A hearty Meal or a Quick 
snack? Why not both?snack? Why not both?

Tray Cards Tray Cards xx66

each set of 3 colored dice each set of 3 colored dice 
Comes with a matching tray Comes with a matching tray 
card! There are 2 special dice card! There are 2 special dice 
that can only be obtained that can only be obtained 
via a table card.via a table card.

Table Cards Table Cards xx66

Coins are obtained when you Coins are obtained when you 
have leftover dice. They can be have leftover dice. They can be 
used to buy drinks or Kept as used to buy drinks or Kept as 
points at the end of the game.points at the end of the game.
     is the currency used in the      is the currency used in the 
game.game.11



It’s the most tense and competitive time of It’s the most tense and competitive time of 
the day… That’s right, it’s lunchtime! the day… That’s right, it’s lunchtime! 

Roll your dice and be the first to grab your Roll your dice and be the first to grab your 
favourite foods. Be quick to sit at your favourite foods. Be quick to sit at your 

usual table and enjoy your meal, you might usual table and enjoy your meal, you might 
even find some spare change for a refreshing even find some spare change for a refreshing 

drink! Battle your way through the work drink! Battle your way through the work 
week and brag to all your friends about week and brag to all your friends about 
your delicious exploits in Makan Mania!your delicious exploits in Makan Mania!

Food cards consists of 2 Food cards consists of 2 
types: Snacks and meals.types: Snacks and meals.

Each card has a score Each card has a score 
value on the top right. value on the top right. 
Match all the dice faces Match all the dice faces 
on the card to grab them!on the card to grab them!

Drink Cards Drink Cards xx3636

A hearty Meal or a Quick A hearty Meal or a Quick 
snack? Why not both?snack? Why not both?

Tray Cards Tray Cards xx66
Don’t forget to return Don’t forget to return 
your tray after eating!your tray after eating!
Each tray has a special Each tray has a special 
ability that can be ability that can be 
used during the Game used during the Game 
and comes with a set of and comes with a set of 
Matching dice.Matching dice.

Dice Dice xx2020
each set of 3 colored dice each set of 3 colored dice 
Comes with a matching tray Comes with a matching tray 
card! There are 2 special dice card! There are 2 special dice 
that can only be obtained that can only be obtained 
via a table card.via a table card.

Table Cards Table Cards xx66
Precious real estate Precious real estate 
during the lunch rush.during the lunch rush.
These Determines the These Determines the 
order in which you order in which you 
get to buy drinks! The get to buy drinks! The 
lower the number on lower the number on 
your table, the earlier your table, the earlier 
you get to go.you get to go.

Coins Coins xx3030
Coins are obtained when you Coins are obtained when you 
have leftover dice. They can be have leftover dice. They can be 
used to buy drinks or Kept as used to buy drinks or Kept as 
points at the end of the game.points at the end of the game.
     is the currency used in the      is the currency used in the 
game.game. 22
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ObjectiveObjective
Roll your way through the work week armed Roll your way through the work week armed 
with your expert reflexes, craftiness, and a with your expert reflexes, craftiness, and a 
little support from lady luck! little support from lady luck! 
Be the player with the most points at the end Be the player with the most points at the end 
of the 5 rounds to be crowned the champion!of the 5 rounds to be crowned the champion!

SetupSetup
1.1. Each player chooses  Each player chooses 
a color and takes the a color and takes the 
tray card and all 3 tray card and all 3 
dice of that color.dice of that color.

6.6. Now get ready to makan! Now get ready to makan!

2.2. Shuffle the Food  Shuffle the Food 
Cards and Drink Cards and Drink 
cards separately.cards separately.

3.3. use the same number of Table  use the same number of Table 
cards as there are players. cards as there are players. 
Always use Tables 1 and 88.Always use Tables 1 and 88.
Place them in a row nearby.Place them in a row nearby.

4.4. Put all the coins  Put all the coins 
nearby in a single pile. nearby in a single pile. 

5.5. Place all other unused components back  Place all other unused components back 
into the game box.into the game box.

i.e. For 4 players, use Tables i.e. For 4 players, use Tables 
1, 2, 3 and 88. 1, 2, 3 and 88. 
For 5 players, use Tables For 5 players, use Tables 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 88.1, 2, 3, 4 and 88.

Start of RoundStart of Round
At the start of each round, reveal At the start of each round, reveal 2 Food 2 Food 
cardscards per player per player and place them in the centre.  and place them in the centre. 
Then, reveal Then, reveal 1 Drink card1 Drink card per player per player and place  and place 
them in a row next to the Drink deck. These them in a row next to the Drink deck. These 
are the cards available to players for the are the cards available to players for the 
current round. current round. put aside 1 extra Drink cardput aside 1 extra Drink card  
to keep track of the current round. to keep track of the current round. 
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Roll your way through the work week armed Roll your way through the work week armed 
with your expert reflexes, craftiness, and a with your expert reflexes, craftiness, and a 
little support from lady luck! little support from lady luck! 
Be the player with the most points at the end Be the player with the most points at the end 
of the 5 rounds to be crowned the champion!of the 5 rounds to be crowned the champion! 6.6. Now get ready to makan! Now get ready to makan!

2.2. Shuffle the Food  Shuffle the Food 
Cards and Drink Cards and Drink 
cards separately.cards separately.

4.4. Put all the coins  Put all the coins 
nearby in a single pile. nearby in a single pile. 

5.5. Place all other unused components back  Place all other unused components back 
into the game box.into the game box.

Start of RoundStart of Round
At the start of each round, reveal At the start of each round, reveal 2 Food 2 Food 
cardscards per player per player and place them in the centre.  and place them in the centre. 
Then, reveal Then, reveal 1 Drink card1 Drink card per player per player and place  and place 
them in a row next to the Drink deck. These them in a row next to the Drink deck. These 
are the cards available to players for the are the cards available to players for the 
current round. current round. put aside 1 extra Drink cardput aside 1 extra Drink card  
to keep track of the current round. to keep track of the current round. 

Above is a sample of a 3 player game.Above is a sample of a 3 player game.

Round 1
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How to PlayHow to Play
Each round consists of 2 phases: Each round consists of 2 phases: The ‘Rush’ The ‘Rush’ and and 
The The ‘‘QueueQueue’’..

During During The ‘Rush’The ‘Rush’, players are simultaneously , players are simultaneously 
rolling their dice, trying to match numbers rolling their dice, trying to match numbers 
on the Food Cards in the centre to grab them. on the Food Cards in the centre to grab them. 
Each Food card has either 1 or 2 dice faces to Each Food card has either 1 or 2 dice faces to 
be matched before they can be taken. be matched before they can be taken. 

The ‘Rush’ The ‘Rush’ 

You may reroll your dice any number of times, You may reroll your dice any number of times, 
but you must always pick up but you must always pick up allall  unplaced unplaced 
dicedice you have to roll. Once you have managed  you have to roll. Once you have managed 
to match to match allall the dice faces on the card, place  the dice faces on the card, place 
those dice on the card to claim it! those dice on the card to claim it! 

You may not place dice on a You may not place dice on a 
card to match the dice faces card to match the dice faces 
only partially on the card. only partially on the card. 
i.e., If a card requires a 1 and a i.e., If a card requires a 1 and a 
4, you may not place a 1 and try 4, you may not place a 1 and try 
to roll a 4 in a later roll to to roll a 4 in a later roll to 
claim the card.claim the card.

At any point during The Rush, At any point during The Rush, 
you may choose to stop by you may choose to stop by 
placing your Tray Card and placing your Tray Card and 
allall  unplaced diceunplaced dice you have  you have 
on one of the unoccupied on one of the unoccupied 
Table cards in play. Table cards in play. 

Once there is only one Table left unoccupied Once there is only one Table left unoccupied 
(meaning only 1 player is left rolling their (meaning only 1 player is left rolling their 
dice), dice), The ‘Rush’The ‘Rush’ is over. That player Must stop  is over. That player Must stop 
rolling and claim any Food cards they can rolling and claim any Food cards they can 
with their current roll. Then, place their with their current roll. Then, place their 
tray together with all their unplaced dice tray together with all their unplaced dice 
on the unoccupied Table.on the unoccupied Table.
Once all Tables are occupied, discard all Once all Tables are occupied, discard all 
unclaimed food cards.unclaimed food cards. the ‘Queue’ the ‘Queue’’ begins.’ begins.

The ‘Queue’The ‘Queue’
During During The ‘Queue’The ‘Queue’, players take turns to , players take turns to 
spend any remaining dice to buy Drinks. Turn spend any remaining dice to buy Drinks. Turn 
order is determined by the Table each player order is determined by the Table each player 
occupies, starting from the lowest number, occupies, starting from the lowest number, 
then, in ascending order. During your turn, then, in ascending order. During your turn, 
you first gain the benefit listed on your you first gain the benefit listed on your 
table. The benefits are as below:table. The benefits are as below:XX
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Each round consists of 2 phases: Each round consists of 2 phases: The ‘Rush’ The ‘Rush’ and and 
The The ‘‘QueueQueue’’..

During During The ‘Rush’The ‘Rush’, players are simultaneously , players are simultaneously 
rolling their dice, trying to match numbers rolling their dice, trying to match numbers 
on the Food Cards in the centre to grab them. on the Food Cards in the centre to grab them. 
Each Food card has either 1 or 2 dice faces to Each Food card has either 1 or 2 dice faces to 
be matched before they can be taken. be matched before they can be taken. 

You may reroll your dice any number of times, You may reroll your dice any number of times, 
but you must always pick up but you must always pick up allall  unplaced unplaced 
dicedice you have to roll. Once you have managed  you have to roll. Once you have managed 
to match to match allall the dice faces on the card, place  the dice faces on the card, place 
those dice on the card to claim it! those dice on the card to claim it! 

At any point during The Rush, At any point during The Rush, 
you may choose to stop by you may choose to stop by 
placing your Tray Card and placing your Tray Card and 
allall  unplaced diceunplaced dice you have  you have 
on one of the unoccupied on one of the unoccupied 
Table cards in play. Table cards in play. 

Once there is only one Table left unoccupied Once there is only one Table left unoccupied 
(meaning only 1 player is left rolling their (meaning only 1 player is left rolling their 
dice), dice), The ‘Rush’The ‘Rush’ is over. That player Must stop  is over. That player Must stop 
rolling and claim any Food cards they can rolling and claim any Food cards they can 
with their current roll. Then, place their with their current roll. Then, place their 
tray together with all their unplaced dice tray together with all their unplaced dice 
on the unoccupied Table.on the unoccupied Table.
Once all Tables are occupied, discard all Once all Tables are occupied, discard all 
unclaimed food cards.unclaimed food cards. the ‘Queue’ the ‘Queue’’ begins.’ begins.

The ‘Queue’The ‘Queue’
During During The ‘Queue’The ‘Queue’, players take turns to , players take turns to 
spend any remaining dice to buy Drinks. Turn spend any remaining dice to buy Drinks. Turn 
order is determined by the Table each player order is determined by the Table each player 
occupies, starting from the lowest number, occupies, starting from the lowest number, 
then, in ascending order. During your turn, then, in ascending order. During your turn, 
you first gain the benefit listed on your you first gain the benefit listed on your 
table. The benefits are as below:table. The benefits are as below:

Tables 1, 3 and 5: Tables 1, 3 and 5: 
Gain the amount Gain the amount 
of coins shown.of coins shown.

Tables 2 and 4: Gain 1 or 2 Tables 2 and 4: Gain 1 or 2 
dice discount in total dice discount in total 
when buying drinks.when buying drinks.

Table 88: Put 1     from the supply here. Table 88: Put 1     from the supply here. 
Gain 1 bonus die for the next round Gain 1 bonus die for the next round 
only. on the 5th round, Take all only. on the 5th round, Take all 
accumulated coins here instead.accumulated coins here instead.



Some benefits are used for purchasing drinks, Some benefits are used for purchasing drinks, 
i.e., ‘Gain 2 dice discount’ allows you to i.e., ‘Gain 2 dice discount’ allows you to 
spend 2 less dice when purchasing a drink spend 2 less dice when purchasing a drink 
that costs 1 or more dice.that costs 1 or more dice.  
Each drink cost a certain Each drink cost a certain 
amount of dice and/or coins. amount of dice and/or coins. 
You may purchase any number You may purchase any number 
of Drinks during your turn of Drinks during your turn 
if you can afford them. if you can afford them. 
Drink cards are limited and not replenished  Drink cards are limited and not replenished  
between player turns, it is possible for between player turns, it is possible for 
players who are later in turn order to be players who are later in turn order to be 
left with nothing to purchase.left with nothing to purchase.
For each leftover die unspent during your For each leftover die unspent during your 
turn, earn 1    . then retrieve all dice of your turn, earn 1    . then retrieve all dice of your 
color.color.
Once all players have taken their turn, trays Once all players have taken their turn, trays 
return to their owners and the round ends. If return to their owners and the round ends. If 
this was the 5th round, proceed to scoring this was the 5th round, proceed to scoring 
to determine a winner. to determine a winner. 
Otherwise, discard all revealed drink cards Otherwise, discard all revealed drink cards 
that were not bought and start a new round that were not bought and start a new round 
by performing the Start of Round setup by performing the Start of Round setup (Pg. 4)(Pg. 4)..

Tray AbilitiesTray Abilities
Each player has a tray with its own special Each player has a tray with its own special 
ability. some take effect during ability. some take effect during the the ‘queue’‘queue’,,  
while others only at the end of the game. while others only at the end of the game. 
Below is a list of all the tray abilities:Below is a list of all the tray abilities:
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ScoringScoring
After 5 rounds, players add up the point values After 5 rounds, players add up the point values 
on the Food cards they managed to obtain, any on the Food cards they managed to obtain, any 
points from Drinks, and any coins they may have points from Drinks, and any coins they may have 
left. The player with the highest score wins! left. The player with the highest score wins! 
       players tied for first share the victory,       players tied for first share the victory,
       good things are worth sharing after all!       good things are worth sharing after all!



Some benefits are used for purchasing drinks, Some benefits are used for purchasing drinks, 
i.e., ‘Gain 2 dice discount’ allows you to i.e., ‘Gain 2 dice discount’ allows you to 
spend 2 less dice when purchasing a drink spend 2 less dice when purchasing a drink 
that costs 1 or more dice.that costs 1 or more dice.  

Drink cards are limited and not replenished  Drink cards are limited and not replenished  
between player turns, it is possible for between player turns, it is possible for 
players who are later in turn order to be players who are later in turn order to be 
left with nothing to purchase.left with nothing to purchase.
For each leftover die unspent during your For each leftover die unspent during your 
turn, earn 1    . then retrieve all dice of your turn, earn 1    . then retrieve all dice of your 
color.color.
Once all players have taken their turn, trays Once all players have taken their turn, trays 
return to their owners and the round ends. If return to their owners and the round ends. If 
this was the 5th round, proceed to scoring this was the 5th round, proceed to scoring 
to determine a winner. to determine a winner. 
Otherwise, discard all revealed drink cards Otherwise, discard all revealed drink cards 
that were not bought and start a new round that were not bought and start a new round 
by performing the Start of Round setup by performing the Start of Round setup (Pg. 4)(Pg. 4)..

Tray AbilitiesTray Abilities
Each player has a tray with its own special Each player has a tray with its own special 
ability. some take effect during ability. some take effect during the the ‘queue’‘queue’,,  
while others only at the end of the game. while others only at the end of the game. 
Below is a list of all the tray abilities:Below is a list of all the tray abilities:

At the start of Each round, At the start of Each round, 
reveal the top drink card of the reveal the top drink card of the 
deck. Only You may buy it during deck. Only You may buy it during 
your turn in your turn in the the ‘queue’‘queue’..

At the start of At the start of the the ‘Queue’‘Queue’, you may , you may 
Jump to table 1, pushing players Jump to table 1, pushing players 
back. each player you jump over may back. each player you jump over may 
make a make a ‘tch’‘tch’ sound and earn 1    . sound and earn 1    .

During Scoring, Score 1 point per During Scoring, Score 1 point per 
dice face you have the most of among dice face you have the most of among 
the food cards you obtained. the food cards you obtained. 
i.e. if you have 4 ‘5’i.e. if you have 4 ‘5’s, 2 ‘6’ss, 2 ‘6’s and 3 ‘2’ and 3 ‘2’s,s, you  you 
score 4 points for the 4 ‘5’score 4 points for the 4 ‘5’s.s.

During scoring, Score 1 point per During scoring, Score 1 point per 
Drink you bought.Drink you bought.

At the start of At the start of the the ‘Queue’‘Queue’, you may , you may 
Jump to table 88, pushing players Jump to table 88, pushing players 
forward. If you Jump from Table 1, forward. If you Jump from Table 1, 
earn 4    . earn 4    . 
activates before black Tray.activates before black Tray.

Double the benefits you earn Double the benefits you earn 
from your table.from your table.
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After 5 rounds, players add up the point values After 5 rounds, players add up the point values 
on the Food cards they managed to obtain, any on the Food cards they managed to obtain, any 
points from Drinks, and any coins they may have points from Drinks, and any coins they may have 
left. The player with the highest score wins! left. The player with the highest score wins! 
       players tied for first share the victory,       players tied for first share the victory,
       good things are worth sharing after all!       good things are worth sharing after all!



Drinks listDrinks list

During Scoring, score 1 During Scoring, score 1 
point for each copy of point for each copy of 
the shown dice faces on the shown dice faces on 
your food cards.your food cards.

During During the ‘Queue’the ‘Queue’, Gain , Gain 
the shown amount of dice the shown amount of dice 
discounts off your total discounts off your total 
when buying drinks.when buying drinks.

During During the ‘Queue’the ‘Queue’, If you , If you 
are not on table 1, earn the are not on table 1, earn the 
amount of coins shown.amount of coins shown.

During Scoring, Pair During Scoring, Pair 
this with an unpaired this with an unpaired 
Snack during scoring Snack during scoring 
to score the amount of to score the amount of 
points shown.points shown.

Each of your Leftover dice from Each of your Leftover dice from 
thethe  ‘‘Queue’Queue’  earns 1    extra.  earns 1    extra.
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During During the ‘Queue’the ‘Queue’, If you , If you 
are not on table 1, earn the are not on table 1, earn the 
amount of coins shown.amount of coins shown.

During Scoring, Pair During Scoring, Pair 
this with an unpaired this with an unpaired 
Meal during scoring Meal during scoring 
to score the amount to score the amount 
of points shown.of points shown.

Each of your Leftover dice from Each of your Leftover dice from 
thethe  ‘‘Queue’Queue’  earns 1    extra.  earns 1    extra.

If you have no leftover dice If you have no leftover dice 
from from the the ‘Queue’‘Queue’, earn 2    ., earn 2    .
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